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Abstract 

The whole big data governance system is divided into four parts, metadata collection, 
data governance capability beforehand, data governance capability during the event, 
digital bloodline, data value and heat. We will collect the metadata for classification and 
integration, import the system, form the data governance directory, with the data 
governance directory, it is convenient for data maintenance and management personnel 
to maintain the mine data center, in the mine data to form a database, we set the audit 
criteria in advance, to facilitate the import of data is easy to manage the data. Mine data 
as a representative of the old data, the database redundancy is relatively high, we 
determine the data hotness table through the ability of governance in the matter and 
analysis of data lineage. Through the heat table, we can then know which data tables are 
extremely important and which ones can be processed offline to reduce redundancy. 
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1. Background 

As a core production factor of the digital economy, data is becoming a new engine for economic 
transformation and development, as well as an effective tool for social governance. With the 
development of 5G, broadband services, and grid-based operations, the amount of data 
involved is also on the rise. With the increase of data volume, the problems and adjustments 
faced by enterprises to increase with it. 

When we face a large amount of data, data quality issues, data usage issues and data security 
issues are three issues that deserve attention and are often encountered. Along with the 
increasing complexity of data platforms and data, there are also problems such as low data 
value density with large development investment, increased redundant data, and difficulties in 
operation and maintenance. 

2. Introduction 

When we face a large amount of data, data quality problems, data usage problems and data 
security problems are three problems that deserve attention and are often encountered. Along 
with the increasing complexity of data platforms and data, data also has problems such as low 
data value density with large development investment, increased redundant data, and 
difficulties in operation and maintenance. 

3. Big Data Governance 

The data center requires the whole enterprise to share a data technology platform, build a data 
system and share data service capability. In fact, due to the uneven development of each 
business line in an enterprise, each has its own independent data processing architecture, 
which makes it very difficult to share data, so to build a data middle platform is not only a 
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change to the technical architecture, but also a change to the business operation mode of the 
whole enterprise, which requires the support of the enterprise in terms of organizational 
structure and resources. It requires understanding the business situation of the whole 
enterprise and sorting out the business, as well as technical support and organizational support, 
otherwise it is difficult to implement. 

3.1. Data governance solutions 

Throughout the data governance process, we believe that data governance is integrated with 
data assets, and each governance solution has a separate set of governance system. Our 
expected data governance model is integrated with the data generation process, and should not 
be an isolated system. The best way to achieve data governance and production is to have 
governance beforehand and governance during the process. It is the same as data production 
is throughout, and try to avoid remedial governance afterwards [1]. 2.2 Metadata collection and 
data asset release services 

First of all, the enterprise metadata is collected. In data collection to facilitate data management, 
a model of classification is done for data in different formats, and the model corresponds to 
various table structures in the database. A variety of ways can be used for data collection. It can 
be imported through the database. In the use of database import, manually select the database, 
select the table, you can also draw up your own rules for filtering. In addition, we want the 
system to automatically import, we can write a timed task to reverse engineer the data import 
at a specified point in time, while detecting whether the data table has been changed when the 
data changes are detected, we will also reflect the data version to the database. We can also 
manage the imported metadata at a deeper level by marking the data for desensitization, 
choosing whether to encrypt it or not, cleaning and backing it up regularly, etc. 

The collected metadata is formed into an asset catalog. 

Different catalog types can be formed according to different patterns of different companies. 
Easy management and viewing of data in the administrator interface. 

Import the asset information according to the asset catalog to further improve the asset 
business information. We put the final formed data into the information center, where we can 
view a variety of data, and also select the corresponding library for direct or indirect data 
retrieval, and contains a variety of search methods to provide users to retrieve. 

When the maintenance is completed, a knowledge base of asset data will be formed, and the 
formation of the knowledge base will facilitate user access and user asset application. In the 
formation of the database in the macro level will form a data map. In the process of user data 
application will also design the data security aspects, the data desensitization process, the 
ability to add data watermark to do a through. [2] 

For data security aspects, we define different levels for different data and label them with 
security levels. Certain security storage recommendations are also given in the data protection 
process. Access and export recommendations are also tagged to ensure data security. Relative 
to data with low data sensitivity, some data need to be encrypted in plaintext or ciphertext 
processing, etc. [3] 

In addition, we also define rules for sensitive information data, such as telephone number ID 
card and so on rules, a high degree of freedom can also customize the rules handwritten regular 
expressions to form the final filtering rules. 

3.2. Ex ante governance capability 

The development of a data standard system is divided into two main links in governance, one 
is the layer volume and the other is the incremental volume. The way of layer volume is a 
passive way of governance maintenance. Incremental is a way to strongly control the data, and 
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what we want to do is to manage the incremental volume and dispose of the layer volume in a 
specific time. 

For the standard system modeling, the current standard is mainly divided into the following 
kinds of assurance. There are mainly field standards, word root standards, layered domain 
standards, prefix standards, terminology standards, indicator standards, and dimensional 
standards. These standards all have different roles for data governance. For example, when 
creating table data, we use these standards to name the database, rather than modifying the 
naming format according to our own set of standards. There are several advantages to using 
this approach for data integration. Using the same standards when collecting identity 
information facilitates data integration, data management and correlation. It is also easier to 
understand the meaning of the data by using the same set of standards. The standards allow 
everyone to form a set of the same data language, which facilitates managers and developers to 
communicate for data integration and management, all of which can circumvent the barriers of 
communication difficulties and reduce data ambiguity. At the same time, our managers can also 
plan data according to a set of data standards system they specify. 

Data standard audit, a check mechanism before the release of data, before the task goes online, 
to provide a standardized check mechanism. Divided into the following parts to score the data, 
table naming specification, field naming specification, in the task release whether there is a 
large table scan and so on non-compliance, temporary table there is no clean-up check, in 
advance a strong control of the check in the data governance before the check action. [4] 

3.3. Governance capabilities in the matter 

Data audit rules configuration, more from the data quality for security, the system provides 
many provide rules, such as whether the data is associated, data tables are consistent, between 
tables and tables, between files and files whether there is consistency. Normative audit, check 
whether the data is non-empty, whether the audit is over-length. Fluctuation audit, mainly to 
check the fluctuation of the trend, accuracy audit, etc. In certain audits, you can use the 
prescribed audit script template to audit the data, and another way is to use self-written script 
snippets to audit the data, to stitch together the audit system. 

Data quality auditing, we can check the data quality, we can create, we can add a specific table, 
we can select the target schema, and finally select the rules to specify, and finally form the logic 
of the check, which will be executed as needed. This can be done using a periodic approach or 
a one-time approach. More auditing tools need to be combined with ETL tools throughout, and 
the ETL approach is to use the auditing process and the data scheduling process for integration. 

Data quality issues are alerted, we list the results of the audits, and send the list of audited data 
with problems to the person responsible for the audited data to form a closed loop of data 
processing. 

3.4. Data Value and Heat 

In the process of data governance, we have statement cycles for tables and models, and we have 
created a system for data heat analysis by identifying the data usage. 

Data heat information collection, mainly from the perspective of database execution logs to 
collect information, database platform to obtain database operation logs, through the logs to 
obtain table usage. If the data table alone is not enough, in addition can also use the database 
browsing heat, browsing weight, digital origin dependence for evaluation. Then according to 
this really score the data hotness, the evaluation of the data hotness is high data we need to do 
is to safeguard. On the contrary, the data with low hotness is considered to do the processing 
of data offline. In the heat processing also consider the relationship of data lineage, part of the 
data may be in the user use accounted for less, but in the maintenance of the entire data 
relationship plays a huge role, we will be based on this table for weighting processing. This will 
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have a more guest governance system and ability in data processing, to facilitate the reference 
and guidance meaning of operations and maintenance personnel. [5] 

We can find the data heat distribution map through the heat source analysis, and find the 
database of the main divisions of data heat. Finding the topological divisions also has the 
analysis of data trends. The data hotness details can be exported in a way. 

4. Mine Data Governance Solution 

In solving mine data, according to the characteristics of mine data sources, mine data will face 
the disadvantages of difficult governance and high redundancy in the process of governance, 
and a new insight model table will be generated when importing the system to assist mine data 
governance. [6] 

With the imported data, a virtual directory of assets is created to facilitate mine system 
managers to maintain information assets. After importing the mine data, a data knowledge base 
is formed. An process is performed to import and govern the data. [7] 

After importing the flash data we can then develop a specific data standard management system 
based on the mine data. Establishing a relative data model, the established data model can then 
be used for the virtual reconfiguration of the old data platform in the platform for the mines. 
The table structure is redefined and the table names and landing standards are redefined. This 
allows the database to be operated again to enable auditing, allowing data that meets the 
criteria of the auditing rules and filtering dangerous data that does not. [8] When there is a 
danger of audit warning, the problem is submitted to the mine data manager, so that the mine 
data can be reconstructed for processing, which makes it easier to maintain the mine data later. 
When the mine data is online in the data governance console, we can then tag the data according 
to the bloodline analysis tags and evaluate the data hotness. A comprehensive data heat map is 
formed, and we can refer to this heat map for data processing, and we can weight the hot data 
for maintenance, while we can recommend the cold data for offline processing. In this way, the 
hot data can be maintained, and the hot data can reduce the redundancy of the database and 
optimize the database structure. 

5. Summary 

In understanding the big data governance middleware system, we learned about the big data 
governance platform management method. Data governance has been a hot word in recent 
years, and his emergence has enabled the management and maintenance of old data to become 
transportable. 

In the big data platform stage, the user demand for data information continues to rise, the scope 
of the user from the data information department to expand to the whole enterprise, data 
governance can no longer just for the data information department, need to become an office 
environment for the whole enterprise users, need to use the whole enterprise users as the 
center, from the perspective of providing services to users, control the data information while 
providing users with the ability to self-service access to big data. Help enterprises achieve 
digital transformation. 

In the old data model, including mining data, there are difficulties in governance, maintenance 
and so on. We gradually structure the old data into a new data governance center system, so 
that the old data with high redundancy can become easy to maintain, operable, reduce 
redundancy, reduce the burden on the server, and enhance the difficulty of data management 
for managers. 

In the past, we relied on the primary and foreign key relationships to determine the relationship 
network between each table, but with the data governance platform, we can use this platform 
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to further understand and understand the data divisions and linkages of mine data tables 
through the interface visualization. 

At this stage, various fields have started to build big data platforms, expecting to use the 
capabilities of big data to achieve digital transformation. Big data platform is actually the 
construction of data information, the traditional data platform encountered all the difficulties 
big data platform may encounter, in view of the change in the volume of data information, big 
data platform will certainly appear new problems. 

In the era of big data, enterprises urgently need to establish user-centered self-service big data 
governance. Information sorting, data control, connecting users, and intelligence are the four 
main stages of realizing self-service big data governance, and mastering a series of key 
technologies and technical principles is an important foundation for realizing self-service big 
data governance. 
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